FREEDOM FOR USERS. 
PEACE OF MIND FOR LOVED ONES.

✓ Calls up to 3 contacts simultaneously
✓ Link to a professional call centre for 24/7 support
✓ Pressing the button initiates a clear and auditable conversation with the responder through the device
✓ Unique monitoring software enables live device tracking
✓ Set up safe zones to alert responders to wandering
ONE TOUCH PERSONAL ALARM

THE KEY SAFE COMPANY AND INDEPENDENT LIVING

The Key Safe Company have provided unrivalled products and services within the UK telecare industry since 1995.

Our key safe products are trusted by over two million homeowners across the UK, many of which enable healthcare professionals to deliver vital services in a timely manner.

In the past 21 years, we have built close relationships with both consumers and healthcare providers. By listening to our customers and the users of our products we develop and introduce new solutions to enable independent living for longer.

Changes in modern technology bring new opportunities to empower independence. After several years of research and development, The Key Safe Company are proud to introduce the technology enabled One Touch Personal Alarm.
WHAT IS THE ONE TOUCH ALARM?

The One Touch alarm is a personal monitoring system, which unlike many traditional services allows the wearer to travel far outside their home.

It operates using the mobile phone network and allows the end user to continue living at home without any restrictions.

WHY NOT JUST USE A MOBILE PHONE?

The One Touch personal alarm uses a roaming SIM, so is not restricted to one mobile phone network. Therefore, there is less risk of the personal alarm being out of signal in an emergency, as the device will use whichever mobile signal is the strongest.

Some older people may have dexterity challenges, or may not be comfortable with the number of options and functions available to them on a conventional mobile. With One Touch, there are no complicated screens or menus. You reach your loved ones or a telecare service with just one touch of a button.

Unlike a mobile, the personal alarm calls up to 3 pre-programmed emergency contacts simultaneously. When one answers, the others are informed that the call has been taken.

“One Touch provides reassurance to the user and their loved ones that help is just one press of a button away should they need it.”
ONE TOUCH PERSONAL ALARM

ABOUT THE ONE TOUCH PERSONAL ALARM

✓ Light weight and tactile
✓ Water and dust resistant to IP54, meaning that it is protected from dust and rain in everyday use
✓ Calls multiple people at the same time with one press of the button
✓ If pressed, the user will activate a two-way, clear and auditable conversation with the responder
✓ Comes with a quick release, anti-ligature cord to ensure the wearer is not injured by the device in the event of a fall
✓ Can also be worn on the wrist or on a keyring
✓ Charged via a handy cradle approximately every 3 days if not activated
✓ Fully recharged in 2 to 4 hours
✓ Device sends an email to the responders should the device battery be low
✓ Available in a choice of 4 colours
✓ Can be used in 28 European countries

PEACE OF MIND FOR LOVED ONES.

FREEDOM FOR USERS.
REVOLUTIONARY MONITORING CAPABILITIES

The most unique feature of the One Touch personal alarm is our powerful monitoring software, providing unintrusive traceability peace of mind to loved ones and telecare centres.

ABOUT ONE TOUCH MONITORING SOFTWARE

• Unlike alternative solutions that use a mobile App to monitor a device, the One Touch is monitored by loved ones or telecare services 24/7 using any modern device with an internet connection, including a laptop, mobile phone tablet, smart TV or even a games console.

• Simple and intuitive to set up in a matter of minutes by the chosen device administrator, the portal offers a tailorable solution, with features being turned on or off via the portal as and when required.

• Versatile GPS functionality – add ‘geo-fencing’ zones, which trigger a call when the user exits or enters a predefined area. Particularly useful for dementia sufferers.

• A ‘breadcrumb’ function allows the administrator to see a history of where the device has been, as well as requesting a live location update.

Particularly reassuring for the loved ones of dementia sufferers.

ONE TOUCH MONITORING CENTRES

The Key Safe Company recommends that an alarm monitoring company is added to a subscription, should a nominated contact person not always be available. Please contact us for details of participating telecare services.

WHAT DOES IT COST?

Similar to a mobile phone, there is a one-off charge for each alarm device plus a monthly charge for calls and minutes.

Please contact us for the latest pricing offers.
One Touch Personal Alarm

For more information, contact us:

The Key Safe Company
24 The Furlong
Berry Hill Industrial Estate
Droitwich Spa | WR9 9AH

t: 01905 770 333
f: 01905 797 773
e: sales@keysafe.co.uk
www.keysafe.co.uk
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